
STEOCHONDRITIS Dissecans (OCD) is a common
developmental condition which affects as many
as 25% of all types of horses aged between five
months and three years.

Our regular focus on equine
health. This month resident vet
JOHN MARTIN explains how
Osteochondritis Dissecans
affects the young horse.

If Only They Could Talk
Growth rate and body size - Horses which experi-
ence a period of rapid growth are more prone to
developing OCD.

Genetics - There is unquestionably an element of
heritability involved in OCD. It is unclear at present
what genes are involved in the development of the
condition or what proportion of the condition is
genetically predetermined. This is an area in which
there is extensive ongoing research and about which
much more will be known in the future.

Hormones - An imbalance of hormones is thought to
contribute to the condition although this is partly
associated with overfeeding. It is believed that
over- feeding causes an increase in insulin levels and
a resultant imbalance between insulin and thyroid
hormones which can contribute to abnormal
cartilage development.

Deficiency of trace elements - Particularly copper,
has also been linked to the development of OCD.

Trauma - Trauma to the joint surface can lead to the
formation or loosening of a cartilage fragment.

Exercise - It is imperative for orthopeadic develop-
ment that the horse receives adequate levels of
exercise from a young age.

Clinical Signs

OCD is a condition which is only ever seen in the young
growing horse. It can be seen from as early as five months
of age or as late as three years, when the bones fully
mature. The most obvious sign of OCD is a marked joint
swelling. Several joints can be affected but most common
are the hock, stifle and fetlock. Occasionally horses may get
OCD in their shoulder joint but this is far less usual. The
horse may be lame on the affected leg but the degree of
lameness can be variable and in some cases the horse will
not display any lameness at all.
Quite often the joint swelling associated with OCD will be
noticed when the horse begins an exercise regime, for exam-
ple when it is being prepared for sales or beginning its train-
ing career.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis of OCD is achieved by x-raying the affected joint.
It may be necessary to take a range of x-rays at different

OCD occurs due to a failure of endochodral ossification, a
process in the young horse whereby bone forms over a
cartilage template. 
The result of this process is a strong healthy bone which
ends with a smooth covering of cartilage. This smooth
cartilage is a key component in normal joint movement. 
In horses affected with OCD there is a disruption of this
process, which leads to the development of areas of

thickened and irregular
cartilage. 
These areas of abnormal
cartilage can become
partially or completely
detached from the
underlying bone. 
Completely detached
fragments are referred
to as “joint mice”, as
they can travel through-
out the joint causing
inflammation which in
turn will lead to further
damage of the normal
cartilage. 
The end result of this is
often chronic arthritis.
The exact cause of this
disruption of normal
endochondral ossifica-
tion which leads to OCD
is not fully understood
but it is believed to
involve a multitude of
factors:
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Top: fetlock joint with marked
swelling. Above: x-ray of the
joint showing an OCD lesion

angles in order to highlight different areas of the joint
surface and locate the OCD lesion or fragment. The opposite
joint should also be x-rayed as OCD is often a bilateral
condition.

Treatment

Treatment plans for OCD can vary depending on the location
and severity of the condition.
In many cases which are detected early the horse will
respond to conservative management. 
This involves controlled exercise, to minimise further
damage to the affected joint and dietary restriction to avoid
rapid growth spurts. 
Horses which are being treated conservatively may also be
treated with anti-inflammatory medication. The anti-inflam-
matories are usually administered intra-articularly. This

involves injecting a
combination of a corti-
costeroid and hyaluronic
acid directly into the
affected joint.
Hyaluronic acid is natu-
rally found in all joints
and is responsible for
lubrication of the joint,
and the corticosteroids
act to reduce swelling
and inflammation within
the joint.
In more severe cases
surgery may be indicat-
ed. The surgery is arthro-

X-ray of a stifle showing 
OCD fragments

scopic or "keyhole" surgery in which the surgeon will make
a small incision into the joint and insert a camera to assess
the joint surface. The aim of the surgery is to remove any
loose fragments of cartilage which are free in the joint and
to also clean up the corresponding defect in the cartilage.
The prognosis for horses with OCD is very good and they
respond well to both conservative and surgical treatment.
The only exceptions are the rare cases of OCD in the
shoulder. There is generally more damage to the underlying
bone compared with other joints and the difficulty accessing
the joint surgically mean cases of shoulder OCD carry a
guarded prognosis.

Here at MJR any horse which develops OCD will have all
diagnostic procedures carried out on site. The decision will
then be made to manage conservatively or refer to a spe-
cialist facility for surgical treatment. Either way all costs
incurred will be included in the daily rate.

Arthroscopic surgery to remove OCD fragments 
and clean up joint surface 

The  Mark  Johnston  Racing  daily  
training  fee  includes:  

Gallop  fees;  vaccinations;  worming;
exercise  shoes;  on-ssite  resident  vets;

in-hhouse  ultrasound  scanning;  digital
X-rrays;  all  referrals  including  bone  scans,
surgery,  etc; dynamic  'overground'  endoscopy;
routine  endoscopy;  all  medicines  and  drugs;
dental  care;  vitamins  and  minerals;  swimming;
gelding;  etc.  etc.  etc.
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